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5 PM 

My darling darling Effie 
      I have not received your Sundays letter.  There is some thing funny about the mails for 
the letter was marked 9 PM & got here in the evening mail.  I think that you had better not 
allow so close a margin at your end for the postman must go around & collect sometimes a bit 
before the advertised hour.  I looked for the letter this morning & have felt disappointed all day 
but at the same time have felt very differently from the way I felt before I wrote the letter of 
Monday __  I think we have had a complication indeed.  I don’t know that there is anything to 
explain about the unfortunate Sunday matter that you do not already know.  I did not do it to 
be unkind or spiteful but meant it the other way.  On Sunday I felt too horrible to write.  I know 
that I should just [ill.] down the letter with sadness for I was feeling terribly that day _  Every 
thing seemed combined against me & tho I didn’t feel that I had any ground to blame you nor 
did I blame you.  The fact that you were not to blame did not lighten the thing at all.  I didn’t 
feel that you were neglecting me but I just felt a longing for you & that impossible[,] a longing 
for some fresh message from you _  O Effie I was going to say that you cant know but I suppose 
that is untrue & that you do know what a dreadful longing I have for you all the time & most for 
some thing from you.  Every mail I watch & tho I no longer feel disappointed in having nothing 
from the mails when I know you haven’t written, when the time comes around for the letter I 
can hardly control my impatience.  Now I am getting schooled for I see that it is impossible to 
count upon the thing absolutely and feel pretty sure that I shan’t give way again, & I faithfully 
promise not to let another Sunday go by without writing you a letter.  And now as to the 
Mondays letter _  Let me tell you the history of that letter.  I spring an examination on the 
Juniors that morning so as to get my time free after chapel & wrote you eight pages[,] not much 
of a letter to be sure[,] still something to go off in that mail.  I did not think at the time that that 
letter was unkind.  I did not mean it to be so.  I knew that if I let go & wrote much about what I 
was feeling I should say a great deal & tell you all about Sunday, so I just wrote the news & 
answered some things in your letters.  But I am not a success at writing letters that seem to be 
dictated by feelings other than I have at the time.  I was not straight yet & not till that letter of 
Wednesday morning came was I.  Then every thing cleared up & I havent since been badly off 
tho on Sunday afternoon & evening I had a touch.  I don’t know whether you will think me a 
sentimental fool or not but I think that while our separation & my home troubles have of 
course been at the bottom of all this that these letter matters have seemed ten times bigger _ 
and while such things wouldnt stir me up so much under any ordinary circumstances, they have 
at this time.  I think that the matter I referred to in my last letter is really the cure I need _  Do 
not misunderstand me again darling & think that now that I am trying to find fault in a new 
direction.  You must not misunderstand me again for if I get another such lots of letters as some 
have been of late where you have said some such dreadful things about estrangement & one 
thing & another I shall come straight home.  I don’t care what is to pay.  But I mean this.  There 
is no use in trying to conceal it.  What I want most is to be pitied.  I am not the sort of a man I 
think to stand a long separation from one I love as I love you[,] Effie[,] easily __  My nature is 
very impulsive & emotional.  I have tried to restrain this thing ever since I first went to college 
for anything like enthusiasm is of course “very bad form.”  But while I get along fairly well in 
every day matters it isn’t so in my love matters.  Then I cannot restrain[,] at least I haven’t yet 



learned to restrain myself.  I can’t help writing twice as much love as any thing else.  Cant help 
calling your name one hundreds of times.  That all this is silly & lovesick I know very well.  But it 
is my nature & I havent yet gotten this thing under control.  Now see how it works.  I feel 
particularly tender some night & sit down & tell you about it.  The next day there comes a nice 
letter from you full of the news and interesting to me every word of it but it don’t quite satisfy 
this emotional craving.  I know as a matter of fact that you love me & yet this new fresh letter 
from you don’t make me realize it afresh _  Now I think that the ideal person to stand a long 
separation would be one of your cooler headed less emotional folks.  I think fear that you will 
not fully understand me & my trouble; I am afraid that you will not do so for I think that your 
nature is less demonstrative than mine tho you love as deeply.  I don’t know but more deeply 
for this calmness __  But my darling you must understand this want in me & because in that 
way I believe we can best endure the trial.  I do not think that there will be any more trouble 
now, for that I have done what I hated to do & made this confession (for I realize that it will 
seem a weakness to you & yet it grows out of my very love to you _)  I feel sure that we needn’t 
write less often.  That is too much to endure.  And you don’t [ill.] feel that you must write long 
letters or none.  Your letter that I got on Monday morning was short, but I thank you so much 
for writing even that much.  It closed with a sentence that has kept me happy ever since.  Shall I 
quote it?  I will for you may not recall it perfectly.  “In spite of every thing I love you still the 
same.  Tho you have made me pass a miserable week I cant see that I love you any less” _  
Don’t criticize me as weak.  I can’t help it (& of course [ill.] for it is weak I suppose) but it is the 
truth & that is the important point.  I shall be glad when I get the answer to this & to my 
Mondays letter for I shall then know how you regard it.  If you think me too silly to be endured 
then darling I am in for the once a week scheme.  I know I can never endure that & shall be 
worse than ever unless I begin from the start & shut every mite of sentiment about you out & 
write & think just as we used to do in the ancient days.  I know it seems impossible.  I may as 
well say it is impossible but I mean of course only to do so as far as possible.  But darling I don’t 
think that is at all necessary & we can keep up the every other day scheme just as well as not.  I 
suggested the fewer letters scheme in the hope that I could [ill.] cool myself down & in that way 
only could I do it & then we ought not write any oftener than once a week but my darling Effie 
think what it would cost us both.  I am sure that we can lighten this burden in some other way.  
I find that analysis of my needs & of your letters shows me that when I find love messages like 
the one I quoted above the letters help me & I feel better than where such are wanting[,] tho 
otherwise the letter is every way delightful.  And now I have harped upon this string enough.  I 
will wait with my best patience & let you have your say before I say that I think we had better 
write only once a week.  Darling you haven’t forgiven me yet I think from your last letter for 
what you suffered from my capers last week.  Do you forgive me or do you still feel sore about 
it?  I am very sorry about it indeed I am.  I can see that I did very wrongly & that I made your 
position[,] already hard enough[,] far harder to bear.  I can’t do any more can I now my love 
than to be sorry and to promise better in the future.  Now say that you forgive me wont you & 
feel it too[?]  I wont try to excuse my self.  Just let us call it a bad job and forgive your own 
loving Harry who wont do it again ___ 
       I do not quite understand why my letters do not reach you regularly for I have missed 
putting them in the same mail not more than ten times all told since I have been here & all of 
those times except a very few were times when I have tried to get them to you earlier & have 



carried or sent them to the post office in the evening my self or something of that sort.  I did 
forget once & I was very very sorry for it that time.  I suppose that you can’t see this as any 
thing but a slight to yourself & I admit it.  Yet this time I was so driven with a whole lot of 
unusual things that I did completely forget about that letter.  I hope I shall have a letter from 
you tomorrow morning.  It is Thanksgiving day.  Still tomorrow is only one day after today & I 
dont begin to fret until the second day passes without a letter.  I so wish I could see you & know 
if all is now straight again.  I shall go on writing on the theory that it is until I have answers to 
my Mondays letter & not to Sundays & then I will go over to the once a week scheme for the 
present.  I propose to flood you with letters.  There are several things I want to tell you but I 
shall leave them all until tomorrow night when I propose I write you a good long letter without 
any growling or scolding or blues at all.  You speak of not getting any letter on Monday.  One 
must have come in the evening mail or early Tuesday morning __  I think that I will go back to 
my old scheme of sending you something every day.  Probably that will make us both feel 
better.  I think that daily letters even if they are short & hurried must help the time along __  O 
Effie it is a dreadful trial.  I little dreamed what we should both have to suffer & now that I 
realize that I am making it harder for you than it need be I fairly hate myself & it makes me feel 
all the worse.  I ought to be kicked for having proposed at such a time & with no chance to 
settle down before this long separation.  I have regretted the thing enough since but that is 
useless now.  I will try very hard darling to be good after this.  You shant have to suffer in this 
way again.  I wonder if you still feel a little unforgiving toward me.  You know that I meant well 
tho I was unfortunate in telling you about Sues letter _  Now my dearest dearest Effie 
Goodnight with fondest love from Harry ___ 


